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DEVELOPMENT OF EMISSION TEST CAR FOR
MEASUREMENT OF EXHAUST EMISSIONS FROM DIESEL

LOCOMOTIVES A MILESTONE IN GREEN INITIATIVES

This article describes the development of Emission Test Car for measuring the Exhaust Emissions

from Diesel Locomotives of Indian Railways. Engine Development Directorate of RDSO has designed

and developed Emission Test Car and ICF manufactured and furnished the coach. The Mass Emission

Measurement Equipment has been supplied and installed by M/s HORIBA Ltd., Japan. World over different

countries have laid down emission standards for their railroad applications like USEPA standards, UIC

standards etc. are followed in America and European countries. However, for large diesel engines,

standards do not exist at present in India, either within IR or at national level. Manufacture of an

emission test car with modern test equipment is the first step in this direction that will help IR to

measure the levels of emission on its diesel locomotives. Measurement of current emission levels is

a standout step in IR efforts to green the system and to lay down emission standards for IR locomotives

to be followed.

;g y¢[k Hkkjrh; jsy esa Mhty yksdkseksfVo ls gksus okys fuxZe mRltZu ds ekiu gsrq mRltZu ijh{k.k dkj
¼beh'ku VsLV dkj½ ds fodkl ij o.kZu djrk gSA batu fodkl funs'kky;] v-v-ek-l- }kjk bls vfHkdfYir ,oa
fodflr fd;k x;k ,oa vkbZ-lh-,Q }kjk bl dksp dk fuekZ.k ,oa lkt lTtk dh xbZ gSA nzO; mRltZu ekid miLdj
esllZ gksjhck fyfeVsM] tkiku }kjk vkiwfrZ ,oa LFkkfir fd;s x;s gSaA fo'o Hkj ds fofHkUu ns'kksa }kjk vius jsy jksM
ds mi;ksx ij mRltZu ekud LFkkfir fd;s x;s gSa tks fd ;w-,l-bZ-ih,- vkSj ;w-vkbZ-lh- ekud bR;kfn vesfjdk vkSj
;wjksih; ns'kksa esa izpfyr gSA gkykafd cM+s Mhty batuksa ds fy;s orZeku esa u rks Hkkjrh; jsy ds ikl vkSj u gh jk"Vªh;
Lrj ij dksbZ mRltZu ekud ekStwn gSA vk/kqfud ijh{k.k midj.kksa ls ;qDr mRltZu ijh{k.k dkj dk fuekZ.k bl
fn'kk esa igyk dne g]S tks Hkkjrh; jsy dks vius Mhty yksdkseksfVo ls mRltZu ekiu esa enn djsxkA bl ds }kjk
Hkfo"; esa vuqlj.k g¢rq ekStwnk mRltZu Lrj dk ekiu gfjr iz.kkyh 'kq: djus vksj Hkkjrh; jsy esa yksdkseksfVo
mRltZu ekudksa dsk LFkkfir djus ds fy;s ,d ÁkjfE"d dne gSA

1.0  INTRODUCTION

Seeing the emission standards being introduced in the

automobile industry in India, compatible with international

practices like those in Europe, Indian Railways is also

trying to measure and optimize its diesel locomotive

technology so that the locomotives become more emission

friendly.

However, for large diesel engines, standards do not exist

at present in India, either within IR or at national level.

Indian railway diesel engines have now reached the >

5000 hp range and determining appropriate emission

standards poses a growing challenge for IR engineers.

Inaction could result in a snowballed problem in the coming

years.
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Manufacture of an emission test car with modern test

equipment is the first step in this direction that will help

IR to measure the levels of emission on its diesel

locomotives. Measurement of current emission levels in

practice is a standout step in IR efforts to green the

system. Even though 2011 was a Green Year, IR

programmes taken up during the year have not been

visible.

EMISSION NORMS

Emission norms were first introduced for road vehicles in

India in 1992, when unleaded petrol was also introduced.

World over different countries have laid down emission

standards for their railroad applications like USEPA

standards, UIC standards etc. are followed in America

and European countries. However, for large diesel engines,

standards do not exist at present in India, either within IR

or at national level. Therefore, Motive Power directorate of

RDSO is doing an exercise to lay down emission

standards for IR locomotives to be followed.

MANUFACTURING OF EMISSION TEST CAR

Emission Test Car (ETC) to measure exhaust emissions

from Diesel Locomotives was sanctioned by Railway Board

in works programme 2007-08 vide Pink Book 2007-08 item

14 of Railway Research. The total estimated expenditure

is 8.63 crores approximately.

The Mass emission measurement equipment has been

supplied by M/s HORIBA Ltd., Japan and the coach has

been manufactured at ICF, Chennai. ICF and RDSO have

adopted a non-propelled LHB hybrid coach design.

The mass emission measurement equipment fitted on

the coach is the latest in design conforming to the current

world standards, and is also used by various industries in

India viz. M/s Ashok Leyland, Chennai, M/s Bajaj Auto

Limited, Pune etc.

The supplied system consists of  MEXA-7100D Gas

Emission Analyzer, MEXA-1230PM Real time Particulate

Matter Analyzer, Celesco Opacity Meter, Fuel

Consumption Measurement System etc.

Emission measurement is dependent on -

l Engine operation is repeatable.

l Engine operation is representative of real world

operation

l Emission levels of engine operating are

representative of real world

The mass emission measurement system   so provided

on the coach is capable to measure:

l Oxides of Nitrogen

l Particulate Matter

l Total Hydrocarbons

l Methane Hydrocarbons

l Smoke Opacity

l Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide

Emission Test Car NR 8025

Emission Measurement and Data Processing Equipment

in Emission Test Car designed by RDSO & manufactured

by ICF

Gas Room

Layout of On-Board Locomotive Analysis System

The emission system gives data in ppm or vol%. It also

gives A/F ratio based on carbon balance method. Software

is used to calculate it into gm/kwh.
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MAIN MODULES OF THE EMISSION MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM

MEXA-1230

MEXA-1230PM is capable of measuring real time

particulate matter from the exhaust emissions. It has the

potentiality to measure SOOT and SOF separately and

continuously in low PM emission. The exhaust sample is

diluted with the help of a pump and soot mass

concentration calculated wit use of a DC sensor. SOF is

calculated with use of differential measurement based on

reading taken across the emission exhaust by using

Flame ionization

MEXA-7100D

This system consists of five modules-Analyzer racks-This

holds the various analyzers which are used for

measurement of various gaseous emissions.

(a) The GFA-720LE module is designed to measure

the concentration of CH4 in exhaust gas from

the engine, using Gas Chromatography (GC)

and Flame Ionization (FID) method.

(b) AIA-72X analyser is a module type analyser

designed to measure the concentration of CO

and CO2 in exhaust gas from the engine using

a. non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) method.

(c) FIA-720analyzer is a module type analyser and

is designed to measure the concentration of

THC in exhaust gas from the engine and uses

Flame Ionization method for operation

2. Power supply unit-this is used to provide on line

supply to various analyzers.

3. Sample handling system-This unit pumps the

sample gas from the sampling point to the

analysers.

4. Solenoid valve system-this is used to route the zero,

span and operation gas to various units.

5. Main control unit - This is the central command

unit. It sends instructions and exchanges data with

modules such as analyzers, sampling devices,

solenoids etc. via the network. It has a touch screen

user friendly interface.

ANTI VIBRATION SYSTEM

An anti vibration

system has been

designed for the

main system

keeping in view

the vertical ,

horizontal and

other vibration

levels during

transportation.

The system has been provided with wire rope insulators

which comprise of stainless steel stranded cable,

threaded through aluminium alloy retaining bars, crimped

and mounted for effective vibration isolation.

FUEL CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The Emission Test Car is equipped with an efficient fuel

consumption measurement system. The fuel flows via a

shut off valve into the measurement system, coarse filter

followed by a fine filter, filter the fuel on the pump inlet

side .The fuel pump circulated the fuel .When the engine

consumes the fuel, the required volume flows via a

consumption sensor which measures the fuel consumed

based on Coriolis principle.

FUTURE PLAN

Future planned works for Emission Test Car are-

l Correlation exercise with Mass Emission

Measurement System (MEMS) at Engine

Development Directorate of RDSO.

l Detailed calibration of the equipment.

l Prove out activity on 5 Diesel

Locomotives at a shed closest to ICF , Chennai

PROVE OUT RUN AT DIESEL SHED, PONMALAI,
TIRUCHCHIRAPALI, SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Emission Test Car was made roadworthy; and its road

trial was also successfully done on the route between

Chennai to Tiruchchirapali.

Further, two Diesel Power Cars (Nos 14033 & ICF's internal

temporary no HHP DEMU 150) have been tested for their

emission levels by the Emission Test Car; and the data

generated is under analysis.

Presently, Emission Test Car is being made fit and

compatible to test the ALCO and EMD locomotives for

measuring their exhaust emission levels.

Testing of DEMU DPC No.14033
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DEMU DPC Under Testing

VITAL STATISTICS OF EMISSION TEST CAR (ETC)

ETC consists of a DG Room, Gas Room, Equipment

Room, and Living Area. The equipment room is air

conditioned to maintain humidity and temperature

conditions for the equipment. Wi-fi enabled non-propelled

LHB Hybrid coach has been used by ICF. ETC interiors

have been ergonomically laid out to suit the mass emission

measurement equipment requirements and needs of the

accompanying staff. ETC exterior colour scheme is based

on pretext of emission reduction and assistance in its

designing has been taken from Smt.Nidhi Agarwal.

RDSO & ICF Design Team

(L to R) – S.Acharya, S.S.Meena, N.P.Goswami, Md.Amil,

Chotey Lal, A.Sanyal, Ghanshyam Nath, P.A.Rehman

  RDSO Team at Diesel Shed Ponmalai, Tiruchchirapali

«««
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ON THE RIDE EVALUATION CRITERIA OF RAILWAY
VEHICLES

During the last fifty years there have been many attempts in defining technical measures and evaluation

criteria, in order to quantify the ride comfort for an average passenger in a train. These attempts have

accelerated since last twenty five years and have now lead to proposals for standards from Sperlings,

ISO, CEN etc, discussed in this article. In the area of motion sickness, however, much research is still

to be done, in particular related to the motions of tilting trains.

lokjh xkM+h esa ,d vkSlr ;k=h dh lqxe ;k=k dh ek=k fu/kkZfjr djus gsrq] rduhdh mik;ksa ,oa ewY;kadu ekunaMksa
dks ifjHkkf"kr djrs gq, xr ipkl o"kksZ ls vusd iz;kl fd, tk jgs gSaA xr iPphl o"kksZ ls bu iz;klksa esa rsth vkbZ
gS rFkk blds ifj.kkeLo:i  vc LifyZax] vkbZ,lvks] lhbZ,u vkfn ls ekudksa gsrq izLrko Hkh izkIr gq, gS ftu ij bl
ys[k esa fopkj&foe'kZ fd;k x;k fQj Hkh eks'ku fldusl ds {ks= esa fo'ks"kdj eqfDr ¼fVfYVax½ jsyxkfM+;ksa dh xfr ds
laca/k esa vHkh dkQh vuqla/kku fd;k tkuk gSA

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Passenger comfort related to train journeys has many

aspects. Firstly, a convenient boarding and de-boarding

of the train is important. Other important aspects of

passenger comfort include seating comfort and personal

space, temperature, ventilation and air conditioning as

well as lighting and prevention from sudden pressure

changes (in tunnels etc).

Another important aspect of comfort is structure borne

and air borne noise. Structure borne noise has no sharp

boundary to mechanical vibrations, in particular in the

frequency range of  20-80 Hz, where vibrations are

commonly both sensible and audible

Finally, motions and vibrations of the train is also an

important aspect in passenger comfort. Motions and

vibrations may be transient or stationary. In rail vehicles

vibrations are very often more or less transient. This comfort

aspect will, in this context, be designated motion related

comfort or more commonly ride comfort.

Traditionally, ride comfort is investigated in the frequency

range of 0.5-20 Hz, i.e. in the non-audible range. However,

the new proposed ISO and CEN standards recommend

that vibrations up to 80 Hz should be considered. The

frequency range below 0.5 Hz should be considered as

well, if the risk of motion sickness is to be evaluated.

This article describes the most widely recognized comfort

criteria. Common to all of them is that measure or

Dr. R.C. Sharma
Professor, Deptt. of Mechanical Engg.

MM University, Mullana (Ambala)

calculated accelerations within the vehicle, form as basis

for the comfort evaluations.

2.0 SPERLING'S RIDE QUALITY (WZ) & RIDE INDEX
(RI)

The Wz  and RI ride factor introduced by Sperling is used

to evaluate the ride quality and ride comfort of railway

vehicles. These criteria have been dominating in ride

evaluation of rail vehicles up to about 1990. In estimating

the ride quality, the vehicle itself is judged. Ride comfort

implies that the vehicle is to be assessed according to

the effect of mechanical vibrations on the occupants.

Wz and RI are evaluated from accelerations which are

measured on the floor of the vehicle. They are evaluated

over defined time intervals or over defined track sections

(e.g. each Km interval). Sperling's ride quality and ride

comfort are defined by following equations.

               ride quality   (1)

                            ride comfort   (2)

Where a is acceleration amplitude in cm/s2 measured on

the inner floor of the vehicle (laterally and vertically), F(f)
is frequency weighting factor which expresses human

vibration sensitivity and is different for vertical and horizontal

vibration components [Fig. 1]. With the introduction of

electronic instruments in evaluations of ride quality and

comfort, the ride index equations were put in the following

form without changing their contents.
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Fig. 1 Frequency weightings for lateral and vertical
accelerations.

(To be applied to passenger vehicles and drivers cab on
locomotives)

ride quality (3)

ride comfort (4)

Where B is the acceleration weighting factor. Rail vehicle

is accessed on Sperling's ride evaluation scales mentioned

in Table 1,  in order to judge the ride quality and ride

comfort.

Table 1: Sperlings Ride Evaluation Scales

10/133
)( BaWz =

67.6/122
)( BaWz =

3.0    Criteria according to IS0 2631

ISO 2631 [2] is dealing with whole body vibrations, i.e.

vibrations transmitted to the human body as whole through

the supporting surfaces. It defines methods of quantifying

vibrations in relations to the human health and comfort,

to the probability of vibration perception and to the

incidence of motion sickness. It does not contain vibration

exposure limits. The frequency range considered is 0.5

Hz-80 Hz for comfort and 0.1 Hz-0.5 Hz for motion

sickness.

According to ISO 2631 [2] vibration which is transmitted

to the body shall be measured on the surface between

the body and that the surface. However until 1998, this

has just been made to a very limited extend in rail vehicles,

where traditional vibrations are measured on the floor, i.e.

in the passenger environment but not directly on the

passenger seat surface. The duration of measurement

shall be sufficient to ensure that the vibration is typical of

the exposures, which are being assessed.

ISO 2631 [2] defines a basic evaluation method, using

frequency weighted RMS accelerations according to the

following equation.

(5)

Where aW (t) is frequency weighted acceleration as

function of time (t) in m/s2 and T is the duration of

measurements in seconds.

Frequency weighting of accelerations is defined in Fig. 3,

Frequency weighting  wd shall be used for longitudinal

and lateral accelerations and Frequency weighting wk for

vertical accelerations. In Fig. 2, two other weighting

functions are also defined. More details about frequency

weightings are found in ISO document.

2

1

0

2
)(

1






= ∫

T

WW dtta
T

a

Fig. 2 Frequency weightings of acceleration according to
ISO 2631 [2]

wb For vertical (CEN TC256 WG 7)

wk For vertical (ISO 2631)

wd For longitudinal and lateral (ISO 2631)

wf For motion sickness evaluations of vertical

accelerations

The basic evaluation method can normally be used for crest

factors less than 9, where the crest factor is defined as the

modulus of the ratio of maximum instantaneous peak value

of the frequency-weighted acceleration to its rms value, other

the evaluation time T.

In the ISO document it is also defined how to evaluate total

vibration values of weighted RMS acceleration, combining

accelerations in different directions.

Human sensitivity to vibratory motions in the 0.1 to 20 Hz

frequency range is the primary concern in evaluating vehicle

ride. ISO comfort criteria for vibratory accelerations are usually

given in terms of limits or 'isocomfort' curves for vertical RMS

and lateral RMS acceleration as a function of frequency

shown in Fig. 3.
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    Fig. 3:    Recommended environmental vibration ISO
ride comfort limits [2]

These curves are based on human sensitivity data obtained

by subjecting human subjects at discrete frequencies, and

are considered as an international basis of evaluating the

rail vehicle ride quality.

3.1    Comments to Sperlings and ISO criteria

Sperlings and ISO criteria are giving measures for ride

comfort, averaged over certain time or distance intervals. To

give a measure of the ride comfort, two main alternatives

have normally been used.

a. To present Wz or ISO values for a number of

consecutive intervals;

This method gives an overview of the variations in

ride comfort over the complete journey and over

different track sections along the line, but fails in giving

a distinct single measure of the resulting comfort

experienced.

b. To make an average of value for different time or

distance intervals;

This method produces a simple and distinct measure

of the evaluated ride comfort, but fails in taking the

high values, i.e. the really unpleasant events, into

particular account. Such events may occur at singular

track defects, at switches and at curve transitions etc.

Due to the abovementioned shortcomings, evaluation criteria

have been further developed, which give single events a

higher significance. Such criteria are presented in next

section.

4.0.  Proposed CEN ride comfort standard

European committee of normalisation proposes ride comfort

standards and these proposals are to a great extent

coordinated with UIC/ERRI.

In the ride comfort area proposals of CEN have been fairly

accepted for traction and rolling specifications in Europe [4].

According to CEN mean value of ride comfort, NMV is defined

by following formula

(6)
2

95

2

95

2

95 )()()(6
rmsW

zp

rmsW

yp

rmsW

xpMV
bdd aaaN +=

where individual terms under the root are accelerations

measured or calculated on the vehicle inner floor, in three

directions (x = longitudinal, y = lateral, x y parallel to the floor,

z = vertical. i.e. perpendicular to the floor). The three

accelerations are the 95th percentiles of at least 60 RMS

values each taken over 5 seconds. . Each acceleration has

been filtered with filters Wd (for longitudinal and lateral) and

Wb (for vertical).

NMV is expressed in similar terms as Wz and Ride index,

according to Table 2.

Table 2: Description of mean values of ride comfort, NMV
according to

CEN TC256WG7

According to the CEN proposal, N
MV  

is mandatory for all

rail vehicles carrying passengers.

4.1    Non mandatory CEN ride comfort standards

CEN TC 256 WG7 also proposes two other ride comfort

criteria, which are not mandatory.

4.1a N
VA

 for seated passengers, where the following

accelerations are determined.

Acceleration denoted ya and za are lateral

accelerations in the seat. Acceleration denoted xd
refers to a longitudinal acceleration in the back of

the chair. These three accelerations shall be

measured with an accelerometer plate between the

chair and the passenger body. The vertical

acceleration zp on the floor shall be determined,

as for N
MV

.

         (7)

4.2 b NVD for standing passengers, where all

accelerations are determined on the floor (as for

NMV), but mainly 50th percentiles (median values)

are used.

(8)

These criteria have not been used very often up to now.

5.0    Comfort on curve transitions PCT

PCT means "percentage disturbances from curve

transitions". This criterion aims at defining comfort

disturbances at curve entrances and exists, the rail vehicle

running from straight track (with zero mean lateral

acceleration) to the circular curve (normally with a mean

lateral acceleration greater than zero [5]. This criterion is

2

95

2

95

2

9595
)(4)()(2)(4

rmsW

xd

rmsW

za

rmsW

ya

rmsW

zpVA
cbdb aaaaN +++=

2

95

2

50

2

5050 )(5)()(4)(163
rmsW

yp

rmsW

zp

rmsW

yp

rmsW

xpVD
dbdd aaaaN +++=
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based on comfort tests performed by British rail. It is part

of the proposed CEN standard.

- Maximum lateral acceleration maxy&& , determined

parallel to vehicle floor [Fig. 4]

- Maximum lateral jerk maxy&&& , derived from lateral

acceleration [Fig. 4]

- Maximum roll velocity of the carbody maxϕ&

(9)

where the constants A-E are shown in Table 3.

Table 3:  Constants for determination of  P
CT

(%).)0;..(max maxmaxmax

E

CT DCyByAP ϕ&&&&& +−+=

Note that the constants in Table 3 presuppose that

- maxy&&  is given in percent (%)gravitational

acceleration, (g = 9.81 m/s2), low-pass filtered with

limiting frequency 2 Hz (filter dw  ), and determined

for sttt 6.110 +<<

- maxy&&& is given in percent of g per second and

determined for 10 1 ttt <<− .

-  is given as degrees per second, determined for

Fig. 4: Definition of maximum lateral acceleration and

maximum jerk in  PCT

6.0 Motion Sickness

Motion sickness is more or less associated with different

modes of transport and different vehicles; aircraft, buses,

ships and trains. Motion sickness during transportation

is often called travel sickness.

Motion sickness generates different kind of symptoms,

such as sleepiness, headache, dizziness and different

degrees of (from feeling slightly unwell to vomiting). Motion

sickness is caused by exposure to motions over a certain

time, i.e. a certain dose of motions must be accumulated.

However, susceptibility to motion sickness varies among

different people, for the same person it also varies from

time to time depending on other stimuli (in particular visual

stimuli) and on the current sate of the person himself.

Several reports indicate that women are 2-3 times more

sensitive than men.

Research on motion sickness has mainly been directed

to the most simple cases, i.e. vertical motions in particular

under conditions typical for ships in rough sea.

Susceptibility to lateral motions or to combined motions

also including angular motions (roll, pitch and yaw) is a

complex area where much research is still to be done.

Fig. 5 shows an early attempt to describe "Motion

Sickness Incidence", MSI, i.e. the percentage of people

vomiting when having been subject to continued vertical

low frequency motions of 2 hours. It can be seen that

motion sickness susceptibility is the highest at vibration

frequencies of 0.1- 0.3 Hz. Note the high levels of MSI.

Fig. 5: Percentage of test subjects vomiting after
exposure to continued vertical vibrations of constant

frequency for 2 hours.

ISO 2631-1 [2] suggests the use use of a model, based

on research by Lawther & Griffin.

They introduce the "Motion Dose Sickness Value",

MDSVz, to be applied on vertical motions only.

(10)

Where )(taW
is the frequency weighted vertical

acceleration, using filter fw in Fig. 2

            T is the total exposure time ranging  from 1200 s

to 22000 s.

Percentage of people who are expected to vomit =

  (11)

Where  mK  is a coefficient which varies depending on

the sensitivity of the population.

2

1

0

2
)(





= ∫

T

Wz
dttaMDSV

zm MDSVK *
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For a mixed population of men and women the value mK

= 0.33 is proposed.

The researchers also suggest an equation for prediction

of less sickness than vomiting. For a mixed population.

Illness Rating I = 0.02 *
zMDSV              (12)

Where I = 0, "I felt all right"

I = 1, "I felt slightly unwell"

I = 2, "I felt quite ill"

I = 3, "I felt absolutely dreadful"

As pointed earlier, these predictions only apply to vertical

vibrations. In trains however, passengers are more exposed

to lateral accelerations with low frequency, especially when

negotiating repeated short curves.

Also on tilting trains there are roll motions, which have a

determined relation to lateral acceleration, transition

lengths and curving speed. The degree of tilt compensation

is also a decisive factor, i.e. the percentage of the lateral

track plane acceleration to be compensated by the tilt

system.

Motion sickness symptoms on tilting trains have been

reported from different countries, e.g. Japan, UK, Italy

and Sweden. It seems as tilting trains would provoke

motion sickness more than conventional, non tilting trains.

Currently, research and investigations on motion sickness

in tilting trains are carried out by researchers.

Japanese results indicate that roll velocity has to be limited

to about 0.1 rad/s and roll acceleration should be limited

to about 0.3 rad/s2 in order to suppress motion sickness.
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ON THE RIDE EVALUATION CRITERIA OF RAILWAY
VEHICLES

The  increasing  demand for power  has  led  to  considerable  fossil- fuels  burning  which  has  in  turn

had  an  adverse impact  on  environment. In  this  context,  efficient  use of  energy  and  its  conservation

is  paramount  importance.  It  has been  estimated  that  nearly  25,000 MW  can  be  saved  by

implementing  end-use  energy  efficiency  and  demand  side  management  measures  throughout

India. Efficient  use  of  energy  and  its  conservation  assumes  even  greater  importance  in  view  of

the  fact  that  one  unit  of  energy  saved  at  consumption  level  reduces  the  need  of  fresh  capacity

creation  by  2.5times  to  3times.  Further ,such  saving  through  efficient  use  of  energy   can  be

achieved  at  less  than  one-fifth  the  cost  fresh  capacity  creation. Energy  efficiency  would ,therefore

, significantly supplement  our  efforts  to  meet  power  requirement, apart  from  reducing  fossil-fuel

consumption.

ÅtkZ dh c<+rh gqbZ ekax dks iwjk djus ds fy, Hkkjh ek=k esa Qksfly&bZa/ku tyk;k tkrk gS] ftldk i;kZoj.k ij
izfrdwy izHkko iM+rk gSA bl izlax esa] ÅtkZ dk n{krkiwoZd iz;ksx vkSj bldk laj{k.k djuk dkQh egRoiw.kZ gSA ;g
vuqeku yxk;k x;k gS fd iwjs Hkkjr esa bUM&;wt buthZ n{krk vkSj fMekaM lkbM eSustesUV mik;ksa dks dk;kZfUor djds
yxHkx 25000 esxkokV fo|qr cpkbZ tk ldrh gSA [kir ds Lrj ij cpkbZ xbZ ,d ;wfuV fctyh] ubZ {kerk l`tu
dh vko'drk dks 2-5 ls 3 xquk de djrh gS] bl rF; dks /;ku esa j[krs gq,] ÅtkZ dk n{k iz;ksx rFkk bldk laj{k.k
djuk vkSj Hkh egRoiw.kZ gSA blds vykok] ÅtkZ ds n{k iz;ksx ds ek/;e ls dh xbZ  cpr] ubZ {kerk l`tu djus
dh ykxr ls ikap xquk de ykxr ij gkfly dh tk ldrh gSA blfy, ÅtkZ n{krk] Qksfly&bZa/ku dh [kir de
djus ds vykok gekjh ÅtkZ vko';drk dk iwjk djus ds iz;kl ds egRoiw.kZ iwjd fl) gksaxsA

Need for energy conservation in India

The  increasing  demand for power  has  led  to

considerable  fossil- fuels  burning  which  has  in  turn

had  an  adverse impact  on  environment. In  this  context,

efficient  use of  energy  and  its  conservation  is

paramount  importance.  It  has been  estimated  that

nearly  25,000 MW  can  be  saved  by  implementing

end-use  energy  efficiency  and  demand  side

management  measures  throughout  India. Efficient  use

of  energy  and  its  conservation  assumes  even  greater

importance  in  view  of  the  fact  that  one  unit  of  energy

saved  at  consumption  level  reduces  the  need  of  fresh

capacity  creation  by  2.5times  to  3times.  Further

,such  saving  through  efficient  use  of  energy   can  be

achieved  at  less  than  one-fifth  the  cost  fresh  capacity

creation. Energy  efficiency  would ,therefore , significantly

supplement  our  efforts  to  meet  power  requirement,

apart  from  reducing  fossil-fuel  consumption.

The  economic  development  of  a  country  is  often

closely  linked  to  its  consumption  of  energy.  Although

India  ranks  6th  in  the  world  as  far  as total  energy

consumption is  concerned , it  still  needs  much  more

energy  to  keep  pace  with  its  development  objectives.

India's projected  economic  growth  rate  is  slated  at

 H.V.RAMAKRISHNAMURTHY
Asst. Electrical Engineer/M-II

ICF

7.4per cent  during  the  period  1997-2012. This  would

necessitate  commensurate  energy, most of  which  is

expected  to  be  from  fossil-fuels and  electricity.

India's  proven  coal  reserves  may  last  for  more  than

200 years,  but  the  limited  known  oil  and  natural  gas

reserves  may  last  only  18 years  to  26 years,  which

is a cause  of concern. The continued trend  of  increasing

share of petroleum fuels in the consumption of  commercial

energy is bound  to  lead to  more  dependence  on  imports

and  energy  insecurity. Creation of  new  power generation

is costly and necessitates  long  gestation  period

whereas  energy  efficiency  activities  can  make  available

additional power at comparatively low  investments within

a short period of time.

Lighting

l Use of  electronic  ballast  in  place  of  conventional

choke saves energy upto 20%.

l Use of CFL lamp in  place  of  GLS lamp  can  save

energy  upto  70%.

l Clean the lamps and fixtures regularly.  Illumination

levels fall by 20-30% due to collection of dust.

l Use of 36w tube light instead of 40w tube light saves
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electricity by 8 to 10%.

l Use of sodium vapour lamps for area lighting in

place of mercury vapour lamps saves electricity

upto 40%.

l Urge everyone to turn off lights when leaving a room.

Having wall switches in convenient places help

everyone remember.

l Install photoelectric controls and timers to turn off

outdoor lights during the day.

l Locate floor, table and wall lamps in a corner of

room rather than against a flat wall. Lamps in the

corners reflect light from two wall surfaces instead

of one, and therefore give you more light.

l Choose light colors for walls, ceilings, floors and

furniture. Light colors reflect light. Dark colors

absorb light and require higher bulb wattages.

Room Air Conditioners

l Use ceiling or table fan as first line of defense

against summer heat. Ceiling fans, for instance,

cost about 40 paise an hour to operate - much

less than air conditioners (Rs.13.00 per hour).

l You can reduce air-conditioning energy use by as

much as 40 percent by shading your home's

windows and walls. Plant trees and shrubs to keep

the day's hottest sun off your house.

l One will use 3 to 5 percent less energy for each

degree air conditioner is set above22°C (71.5°F),

so set the thermostat of room air conditioner at

25°C (77°F) to provide the most comfort at the least

cost.

l Using ceiling or room fans allows you to set the

thermostat higher because the air movement will

cool the room.

l A good air conditioner will cool and dehumidify a

room in about 30 minutes, so use a timer and leave

the unit off for some time.

l Keep doors to air-conditioned rooms closed as often

as possible.

l Clean the air-conditioner filter every month. A dirty

air filter reduces airflow and may damage the unit.

Clean filters enable the unit to cool down quickly

and use less energy.

l If room air conditioner is older and needs repair,

it's likely to be very inefficient. It may work out

cheaper on life cycle costing to buy a new energy-

efficient air conditioner.

Refrigeration

l Use of double doors, automatic door closers, air

curtains, double glazed windows, polyester sun

films etc. reduces heat ingress and A/C load of

buildings.

l Utillization of A/C or refrigerated space should be

examined and efforts made to reduce cooling load

as far as possible.

l Specific consumption of compressors should be

measured at regular intervals. The most efficient

compressors are to be used for continuous duty

and others on standby.

l Select refrigerators and freezer sizes that are just

large enough for your family's needs. Anything

larger uses more energy than necessary.

l Keep refrigerators and freezers filed to capacity,

but do not overcrowd to a point where air cannot

circulate freely around food.

l Make sure refrigerators and freezers have tight

fitting door gaskets to prevent infiltration to warm

air. Check your gasket by placing a 150 w trouble

light inside your refrigerator. If you see the light

shining through to the darkened room, your door

requires adjustment or a new gasket.

l Turn down your refrigerator and remove perishables

before going on an extended vacation.

l Do not place uncovered liquids in your refrigerator.

In addition to absorbing undesirable flavors, the

liquids give off vapours that add to the compressor

workload.

l Remove all ingredients for a meal from the

refrigerator at one time. Each time you open the

door the compressor has to run a bit longer to

replace the cool air that spills out.

l Discourage leisurely open-door inspections of

refrigerator contents by family members looking for

snacks.

l Locate refrigerators away from direct sunlight and

other warm -air sources such as water heater,

ovens, and dishwashers.

l Do not allow ice to accumulate more than one-

fourth inch on manual defrosts of refrigerators.

Laundering

l Sort clothes and schedule laundering so you can

wash only full loads. It takes almost as much

electricity to run a small load as it does a full one.

l  Always use cold water for rinse cycles.

l  Use the amount of laundry detergent manufacturers

recommend. Over dosing hampers effective

washing action and may require extra rinsing which

uses more energy.

l  Dry only full loads in your dryer but don't overload.

It causes excessive wrinkling.

l Avoid over drying. This wastes energy and harms

fabrics as well.

l Clean the lint filter after each drying cycle.
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Computers

l Turn off your home office equipment when not in

use. A computer that runs 24 hours a day, for

instance, uses - more power than an energy-

efficient refrigerator.

l If your computer must be left on, turn off the monitor;

this device alone uses more than half the system's

energy.

l Setting computers, monitors, and copiers to use

sleep-mode when not in use helps cut energy costs

by approximately 40%.

l Battery chargers, such as those for laptops, cell

phones and digital cameras, draw power whenever

they are plugged in and are very inefficient. Pull

the plug and save.

l Screen savers save computer screens, not energy.

Start-ups and shutdowns do not use any extra

energy, nor are they hard on your computer

components. In fact, shutting computers down

when you are finished using them actually reduces

system wear - and saves energy.

Pumps

l Improper selection of pumps can lead to large

wastage of energy. A pump with 85%efficiency at

rated flow may have only 65% efficiency at half

time flow.

l Drive transmission between pumps and motors is
very important. Loose belts cause energy loss upto

1-20%.

l Modern synthetic flat belts in place of conventional

V-belts can save 5% to 10% of energy.

l Properly organized maintenance is very important.

Efficiency of worn out pumps can drop by 10-15%

unless maintained properly.

Compressed air

l Compressed air is very intensive. Only 5% of

electrical energy are converted to useful energy.

Use of compressed air for cleaning is rarely

justified.

l A leakage from a ½" diameter hole from a

compressed air the working at a pressure of 7kg/

cm² can drain almost Rs.2500 per day.

General

l Clean or replace air filters on exhaust fans,

humidifiers, and other electric appliances. Clogged

filters impair performance and cause units to run

longer.

l Turn off the television when no body's watching.

l Turn off the iron when the telephone or doorbell

interrupts your work.

l Iron fabrics that require a cooler iron first and work

up to those requiring higher heat.

l Turn off the iron a few minutes before you finish

ironing and complete the rest of your clothes with

the heat remaining in the iron.

l Store dirty dishes in the dish washer until you have

a full load. Dishwashers draw the same amount of

power whether you operate them fully or half empty.

l Dry your hair with a towel instead of blow-drying it.

Many hair dryers consume as much energy as an

electric toaster, plus you use them for longer

periods.
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MONORAIL - A COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR URBAN
TRANSPORTATION

This article, which is a compilation of information from various sources, is a brief introduction to

Monorails, which are operational in various parts of the world, alongwith its spread in India. Monorails

have certain advantages over the conventional transport systems which are also indicated. Monorails

can also be used as an alternate solution for urban transportation.

izLrqr ys[k fofHkUu Jksrkas ls ,d= dh xbZ lwpuk dk ladyu gS] ftlesa fo'o ds fofHkUu Hkkxksa esa lapkfyr dh tk
jgh eksuksjsy dk laf{kIr ifjp; djkrs gq, Hkkjr esa blds foLrkj dk mYys[k fd;k x;k gSA ys[k esa ijaijkxr ifjogu
iz.kkfy;ksa ds lkis{k eksuksjsy ds Qk;nksa dk Hkh mYys[k gSA 'kgjh ifjogu O;oLFkk esa eksuksjsy dk mi;ksx ,d oSdfYid
lek/kku ds :i esa fd;k tk ldrk gSA

1.0 WHAT IS MONORAIL ?

1.1 A brief

A monorail is a rail-based transportation system based

on a single rail, which acts as its sole support and its

guideway. In Monorail System, trains run on guideway

beams, with wheels gripping laterally on either side of the

beam. Monorail Systems are in use in Tokyo (Japan) since

1963, in Kuala-Lumpur (Malaysia) since 2007 and in China

since 2009.

 Gaurav Agarwal
Director (Efficiency & Research) ME,

Railway Board, Ministry of Railways

Moscow Monorail in Russia

1.2 Similarities with other rail systems

Monorails are often, but not exclusively elevated. Monorail

vehicles, at first glance are similar to other light rail

vehicles, and can be both manned and unmanned.

Monorail vehicles can also be found in singular rigid format,

articulated single units, or as multiple units coupled into

'trains'. In common with other advanced rapid transit

systems, some monorails are driven by linear induction

motor. In common with many dual rail systems, the vehicle

bodies are connected to the beam via bogies, allowing

curves to be negotiated.

1.3 Differences

Unlike some 'Trams systems', modern monorails are

always partitioned from other traffic and pedestrians.

Monorails are both guided and supported via interaction

with the same single beam, in comparison to other guided

systems. Monorails also do not use pantographs.

To differentiate monorail systems from other transport

modes, the Monorail Society has further clarified the

definition of a monorail such that the beam in a monorail

system is narrower than the vehicle.

1.4 Maglev - as Monorail

Under the Monorail Society beam width criteria, some

but not all maglev systems are considered monorails,

such as the Transrapid, Germany and Linimo, Japan.

Maglevs differ from all other monorail systems in that they

are not (normally) in physical contact with the beam.

2.0 HISTORY OF MONORAIL

2.1 Early years(Prior to 1900)

The first monorail was made in Russia in 1820 by Ivan

Elmanov. The Cheshunt line was the world's first monorail

to carry passengers, as well as the first railway line to be

opened in Hertfordshire.

Around 1879 a 'one-rail' system was proposed

independently by Haddon and by Stringfellow, which used

an inverted '/\' rail. The system was intended for military

use, but was also seen to have civilian use as a 'cheap

railway'.
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In early days (prior to 1900), designs centred on use of a

double-flanged single metal rail, as an alternative to the

double rail of conventional railways. Wheels on this rail

could both guide and support the monorail car. In those

times, Gyro monorails (with cars gyroscopically balanced

on top of a single rail) were tested, but never developed

beyond the prototype stage. The Ewing System, used in

the Patiala State Monorail Trainways in Punjab, India,

relies on a hybrid model with a load-bearing single rail

and an external wheel for balance. One of the first systems

put into practical use was that of French engineer Charles

Lartigue, who built a monorail line between Ballybunion

and Listowel in Ireland, which was opened in 1888 and

closed in 1924 (due to damage from Ireland's Civil War).

The Lartigue system uses a load-bearing single rail and

two lower, external rails for balance, the three carried on

triangular supports. The first monorail locomotive was

probably a 0-3-0 steam locomotive.

2.2 1900s-1950s

A high speed monorail using the 'Lartigue system' was

proposed in 1901 between Liverpool and Manchester. In

1910, the Brennan monorail was considered for use in a

coal mine in Alaska.

Gyroscopically balanced monorail at ‘Alaska’ by Brennan
and Scherl

2.3 1950s-1980s

In the latter half of the 20th century, monorail designs had

settled on using larger beam or girder based track, with

vehicles supported by one set of wheels and guided by

another.

 Montreal Mini Monorail (1967)

During this period, major monorails were installed at

Disneyland in California, Walt Disney World in Florida,

Seattle, Japan, and many other locations. Monorail

systems were also heavily promoted as futuristic

technology with exhibition installations and amusement

park purchases.

2.4 Recent history

From the 1980s onwards, with the rise of traffic congestion

and urbanization, monorails have experienced resurgence

in interest for mass transit usage, notable from the early

use by Japan and now Malaysia and China.

2.0 TYPES OF MONORAIL

Modern monorails depend on a large solid beam as the

vehicles' running surface and can be divided into two broad

classes, straddle-beam and suspended monorails.

3.1 Straddle-beam monorail

The most common type of monorail in use today is the

straddle-beam monorail, in which the train straddles a

reinforced concrete beam. A rubber-tyred carriage contacts

the beam on the top and also on both sides. The straddle-

beam style has been popularized by the German company

ALWEG.

ALWEG-type monorail in Kuala Lumpur

3.2 Suspended monorail

The French company SAFEGE offers a monorail system

in which the train cars are suspended  beneath the wheel

carriage. In this design, the carriage wheels ride inside
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the single beam. The 'Chiba Urban Monorail' in Japan, is

presently the world's largest suspended monorail network.

The carriages are enclosed and supported by a box-like

track or beam, with an opening in the bottom. The rubber

wheels of the train run inside the track, supported by

flanges at the bottom of the beam.

Unlike previous suspended monorails, the tracks are not

exposed to inclement weather, and do not need any

cleaning or ice-removal systems. This advantage enables

them to run in cities where ice and other conditions would

impair the reliability of the system.

4.0 OTHER TECHNICAL FEATURES

4.1 Mode of traction

Almost all modern monorails are powered by electric

motors fed by dual third rails, contact wires or electrified

channels. However, diesel-powered monorail systems also

exist.

4.2 Magnetic levitation

Transrapid maglev on monorail track

Magnetic levitation train (maglev) systems by the German

Transrapid were built as straddle-type monorails, as they

are highly stable and allow rapid deceleration from high

speeds. When in full-speed operation, maglev trains hover

over the track and are thus not in physical contact with it.

The maglev is the fastest train of any type, the experimental

JR-Maglev having recorded a speed of 581 km/h (361 mph).

The commercial Shanghai Maglev Train has run at 501

km/h (311 mph). There is also slower maglev monorails

intended for urban transport, such as Japan's Linimo

(2003).

4.3 Switching

In the case of suspended monorails, switching may be

accomplished by moving flanges inside the beamway to

shift trains to one line or another.

Straddle-beam monorails require that the beam structure

itself be moved to accomplish switching, which originally

was an almost prohibitively cumbersome procedure.

Multiple-segmented beams move into place on rollers to

smoothly align one beam with another to send the train in

its desired direction.

In cases, where it must be possible to move a monorail

train from one beam to any of a number of other beams,

as in storage or repair shops, a travelling beam like a

Traverser may be employed. A single beam, at least long

enough to carry a single monorail vehicle, is aligned at an

entry beam to be mounted by the monorail cars. The entire

beam then rolls with the vehicle to align with the desired

storage beam.

5.0 STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF
MONORAILS VIS-A-VIS OTHER MEANS OF RAIL
TRANSPORT

5.1 Strengths of monorail systems

l Monorail system rests on a single pillar, without

disturbing the existing traffic. They require minimal

space, both horizontally and vertically.

l A monorail track is usually less expensive to build

than a comparable elevated conventional rail line

of equal capacity.

l Monorail is, by design, a grade-separated system.

They do not interfere with existing transport modes.

l Noise is less, as modern monorails use rubber

wheels on a concrete track.

l Unlike conventional rail systems, straddle

monorails wrap around their track and are thus not

physically capable of derailing, unless the track

itself suffers a catastrophic failure.

l Rubber-tired monorails are typically designed to

cope with 6% grade.

The Metro Monorail in Sydney avoids switching by
operating in a single loop
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5.2 Limitations of monorail systems

l Monorail vehicles, by basic design, are not

compatible with any other type of rail infrastructure.

l In an emergency, passengers may not be able to

exit because an elevated monorail vehicle is high

above ground and most systems do not have

emergency walkways. The passengers are required

to wait until a rescue train etc arrives.

l Turnouts, especially at high speeds, may be

marginally more difficult compared to conventional

railway points, although certainly not impossible.

6.0 MONORAIL IN SOME PARTS OF THE WORLD

6.1 Tokyo Monorail, Japan

Tokyo Monorail, is a Straddle-beam monorail system

connecting Haneda Airport in? ta, Tokyo to

Hamamatsuch? Station in Minato, Tokyo. This is the

world's busiest monorail line, averages 127,000

passengers per day and was introduced in 1964.

Monorail train at the Naha Line on Okinaw Station, Tokyo

Interior view of Hitachi's Osaka monorail train

6.2 Chongqing Rail Transit, China

The system's two monorail lines (55.6 Kms) form the

world's largest monorail network, with the Line 3 (39.1

Kms) being the world's longest single monorail line.

Monorail maintenance depot of Chongqing Rail Transit
system, China

6.3 Chiba Urban Monorail, Japan

The Chiba Urban Monorail is a two-line suspended monorail

system located in Chiba, Japan. It holds the world record

for the longest suspended monorail system at 15.2 km in

total track length.

6.4 Wuppertal Schwebebahn, Germany

Wuppertal Schwebebahn, started in 1901, is a suspension

type monorail in Wuppertal, Germany. The Schwebebahn

is still in use today, moving 25 million passengers

annually.

Monorail maintenance depot of Chongqing Rail Transit
system, China

The Wuppertal Schwebebahn, Germany - World's first
electric powered suspended monorail
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7.0 RECORDS

l Busiest monorail line: Tokyo Monorail, 311,856

passengers daily (2010 weekday average)

l Largest monorail system: Chongqing Rail Transit

(Line 2 & 3), 55.6 km

l Longest maglev monorail line: Shanghai Maglev

Train, 30.5 km

l Longest straddle-beam monorail line: Line 3,

Chongqing Rail Transit, 39.1 km

l Largest suspended monorail system: Chiba Urban

Monorail, 15.2 km

l Oldest monorail line still in service: Schwebebahn

Wuppertal, 1901

8.0 MONORAIL IN INDIA

8.1 Kundala Valley Railway (1902-1908)

Kundala Valley Railway was a privately owned monorail,

later converted to narrow gauge railway that operated

between 1902 till 1924 in Kundala Valley, near Munnar,

Kerala when it was destroyed completely by floods.

Kundala Valley Railway was built in 1902 to transport tea

and other products and operated between Munnar and

Top Station. This monorail was based on Ewing System

and had a small wheel placed on track while a larger

wheel rested on the road to balance the monorail. This

was similar to Patiala State Monorail Trainways. The

monorail was pulled by bullocks.

8.2 Patiala State Monorail Trainways (1907-1927)

Patiala State Monorail Trainways (PSMT) was a unique

rail guided, partially road-borne railways system running

in Patiala in the State of Punjab from 1907 to 1927. The

total distance covered by PSMT was 50 miles (80

km).PSMT was the only operational locomotive-hauled

railway system built using the Ewing System in the world.

The total distance covered by PSMT was 50 miles (80

km). However, today there are no traces of the track or

any infrastructure of PSMT.

An engine and a coach of PSMT have been restored and

are exhibited in the National Rail Museum, New Delhi, in

running condition.

Patiala State Monorail System at National Rail Museum,
New Delhi

8.3 Mumbai Monorail

The Mumbai Monorail is being constructed by the Mumbai

Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA).

Once completed, it will be world's second longest Monorail

corridor. Construction of about 20 kms Monorail System

from Sant Gadge Maharaj Chowk - Wadala - Chembur

station as Phase-I of the project is under construction /

trial stages.

Mumbai monorail during its trial run in 2011


